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Abstract

Directional response biases due to a conceptual link between space and number, such as a left-to-right hand bias for increasing numerical magnitude, are known as the SNARC (Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes) effect. We investigated how the SNARC effect for numerosities would be influenced by reading-writing direction, task instructions, and ambient visual environment in four literate populations exemplifying opposite reading-writing cultures—namely, Arabic (right-to-left script) and English (left-to-right script). Monoliterates and biliterates in Jordan and the U.S. completed a speeded numerosity comparison task to assess the directionality and magnitude of a SNARC effect in their numerosity processing. Monoliterates’ results replicated previously documented effects of reading-writing direction and task instructions: the SNARC effect found in left-to-right readers was weakened in right-to-left readers, and the left-to-right group exhibited a task-dependency effect (SNARC effect in the smaller condition, reverse SNARC effect in the larger condition). Biliterate groups resembled English monoliterates in showing a left-to-right, task-dependent SNARC effect, albeit weaker than English monoliterates. The absence of significant biases in all Arabic-reading groups (biliterates and Arabic monoliterates) points to a potential conflict between distinct spatial-numerical mapping codes. This view is explained in terms of the proposed Multiple Competing Codes Theory (MCCT), which posits three distinct spatial-numerical mapping codes (innate, cardinal, ordinal) during numerical processing—each involved at varying levels depending on individual and task factors.

Introduction

Mapping codes for numerical representation and access

Humans develop the ability to quantify object sets (henceforth, “numerosities”) early in life, and the early conceptualization of numerosities is thought to form the basis for knowledge of symbolic numbers (e.g., 7, seven) [1–4] (cf. [5] for an alternative view). Given the apparent
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The connection between symbolic and nonsymbolic numerical concepts [6, 7], as well as the prevalence of numeracy across the world’s cultures [8], the processing of symbolic numbers in turn holds insights for our understanding of numerosity processing. A seminal finding of work on symbolic number processing is the so-called SNARC (Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes) effect, which refers to a disparity in which small numerical magnitudes are responded to faster with the left hand and large numerical magnitudes with the right [9], consistent with a spatial representation of symbolic digits (i.e., a mental number line going from left to right). Since [9], the SNARC effect has been observed across a wide range of subject populations (including animals [10–13], preverbal infants [14, 15], illiterate individuals [16–18], and biliterate individuals [19, 20]), task paradigms (including parity judgment [9, 21, 22], magnitude comparison [23–26], ordering [27, 28], calculation [29, 30], and line bisection [31–33]), and stimuli (including digits [34–36], number words [9, 37], numerosities [38, 39], and non-numerical magnitudes [40, 41]), albeit with some important differences in the magnitude and directionality of the effect.

The proliferation of research into the SNARC effect has led to several questions regarding the factors involved in numerical (symbolic and nonsymbolic) processing, such as mapping “codes”. The SNARC effect was first explained in terms of numerical representations organized by a cardinal code in long-term memory [9, 42, 43] and later in terms of numerical representations organized by an ordinal code in working memory [44]. Note that, according to [45], “[c]ardinality refers to the total number of items in a set and is tied to concept of numerical magnitude, whereas ordinality refers to numerical sequencing and is relative in nature” (p. 185); therefore, “cardinal code(s)” and “ordinal code(s)”, respectively, are the spatial-numerical associations that form under these distinct order mappings. By extension, cardinal coding is the ordering of numerical stimuli along a small-to-large parameter in conceptual space (i.e., the mental number line), whereas ordinal coding is ordering along a task-based parameter (as [46] shows, these two codes may be at work simultaneously, but their relative strengths are determined by contextual factors). What led [44] to the ordinal code account were findings from a numerical parity judgment task in which participants memorized a sequence of digits, then judged parity for only those digits that were present in the given sequence. The results of this task showed no significant interaction between numerical magnitude and hand/side of response (i.e., no SNARC effect); instead, numbers at the beginning of the sequence were judged more quickly with the left hand and numbers at the end of the sequence with the right, thus reflecting an influence of ordinal information on response biases.

Ordinal coding has also been observed for numerosities. For instance, Patro and Shaki [26] conducted a pairwise comparison task in which participants had to select which of two numerosities was smaller (containing fewer items in the set) or larger (containing more items in the set). In the smaller condition, Polish participants exhibited a typical left-to-right (LR) SNARC effect; however, in the larger condition, they tended to show the opposite, right-to-left (RL) response bias, although this tendency did not reach statistical significance. This task-dependency effect showed that numerosities could be mapped according to either increasing or decreasing magnitude, depending on the task instructions.

Although ordinal coding plays a role in symbolic and nonsymbolic numerical processing, it is not always mutually exclusive with cardinal coding. For instance, [46] found different response biases in a magnitude comparison task depending on whether or not participants had to maintain in working memory a five-digit sequence (an ordinal effect if yes, but a cardinal effect—that is, the typical SNARC effect—if no) and, crucially, both biases simultaneously when the two conditions were intermixed. Additionally, [41], using a similar pairwise comparison task as [26], found no task-dependency effect for digits but a strong task-dependency effect for non-numerical magnitudes. Taken together, the results of [26, 41] point to an
interaction between cardinal and ordinal codes for numerosities, in that alignment of the two codes (in a “choose smaller” task) is linked to a robust directional response bias whereas conflict between the two codes (in a “choose larger” task) is linked to a weak bias. In the case of digits, however, conflict between codes still leads to a clear SNARC effect [41], owing to symbolic numbers’ more direct (and, thus, faster) access to the cardinal code, which prevents ordinal coding from taking effect [47–50]. These findings paint a picture in which numerical processing draws upon both the cardinal code and the ordinal code, with task context and stimulus type determining their relative weights.

As studies on the SNARC effect began to include RL script users [17, 18, 41, 51, 52], researchers observed a different spatial-numerical mapping bias. More specifically, RL script users tended to respond more quickly to small numerical magnitudes on the right and large ones on the left—a “reverse” SNARC effect. This “culture effect”, as it is often described [45, 53], seems to influence both cardinal and ordinal codes. For example, a culture effect was observed in Arabs (RL script users) for both symbolic digits and animal pair sizes [41]. Notably, when Arabs switched from a “choose smaller” task to a “choose larger” task, their ordinal code reflected a RL bias, such that they responded more quickly to large animal pair sizes on the right and small ones on the left. Thus, the Arabs’ cardinal code for symbolic digits was effectively RL as evidenced by their reverse SNARC effect, and their ordinal code for animal pair sizes was also RL as evidenced by their task-dependent reverse SNARC effect (i.e., a RL SNARC effect during the “choose smaller” task but a LR SNARC effect during the “choose larger” task).

In addition to culturally-mediated cardinal and ordinal codes, a third spatial-numerical mapping code has been observed in numerical processing: the INNATE (BIOLOGICAL) CODE. The innate code refers to a spatial bias, prior to the development of numeracy and regardless of culture, to orient increasing numerical magnitudes along a LR axis (cf. [54] for an alternative interpretation of this LR bias). For example, a LR bias was observed in human newborns during a habituation paradigm with bilaterally presented numerosities [15]. Similar LR spatial-numerical associations have been observed in other infant studies [14, 55, 56] as well as animal studies [11, 12, 57], consistent with an innate LR code for increasing numerical magnitude. Further, a growing number of studies that have found LR or null SNARC effects in adult RL script users points toward an innate LR code that may be as strong as, if not stronger than, RL cardinal and ordinal codes. For example, Arabic (RL) and French (LR) readers showed similar LR biases in a temporal order judgment task following a mental arithmetic task [36], while Hebrew (RL) readers also showed a significant LR SNARC effect in a numerical parity judgment task [58].

Environment, script direction, and bidirectional biliteracy

Although there is now a considerable body of research examining the culture effect on numerical processing [45, 59], this research has often conflated effects of ambient visual environment and script direction, rather than considering these effects separately. The motivation for the latter comes from [9], in which Iranians (RL readers) living in France (a LR culture) showed, in numerical parity judgment, a lack of SNARC effects at the group level, but at the individual level a positive correlation between length of residence in France and magnitude of the SNARC effect. These results supported the conclusion that ambient visual environment plays a role in spatial-numerical associations that is distinct from that of script direction.

This conclusion, however, is not as straightforward as it might appear, due to the possibility of bidirectional biliteracy (i.e., knowledge of two opposing script directions, in this case RL and LR) that was not accounted for. In particular, because the Iranian participants in [9] were
highly educated (from medical schools at Parisian universities), they were likely to be proficient in, and even frequent users of, both RL and LR languages, including numerical systems. If they were indeed Persian-French bilinguals (more specifically, biliterates), their bidirectional biliteracy could have prevented strong SNARC effects from arising in either direction; unfortunately, however, their language background was not specified, so one cannot know for sure. More generally, the under-specification of bidirectional biliteracy provides a potential explanation for the lack of (reverse) SNARC effects previously observed in RL populations [17, 26, 51].

Crucially, those studies that tested bidirectional biliterates as such were also carried out in bidirectional visual environments such as Israel [19, 20] and Lebanon [17], making it ambiguous whether the biliterates’ behavior should be attributed to biliteracy, the environment, or both. It also remains unclear whether the LR biases found in some RL script users resulted from a dominant innate LR code overriding RL cardinal and ordinal codes or from the combination of the innate LR code, LR script knowledge (that went unmentioned), and/or LR scanning biases due to the ambient visual environment. In the current study, we looked specifically at bidirectional biliterates living in unidirectional visual environments to help tease apart the effects of environment and (bi)literacy.

Research questions and hypotheses

With the goal of shedding light on the various spatial-numerical mapping codes involved in numerosity processing, the current study replicated [26], to our knowledge the most recent study of numerosity processing including opposing script directions, with some modifications meant to allow certain response biases to show up more robustly. Our first question (Q1), focused on the culturally-mediated cardinal code, was whether LR and RL monoliterates would show opposite directional response biases for numerosities, as was hypothesized but not clearly observed in [26] for Polish and Hebrew monoliterates. Instead of Hebrew monoliterates, we examined Arabic monoliterates because Arabic, which uses the RL Eastern Arabic numeral system (e.g., \( \text{١, ٢, ٣} \)) instead of the LR Western Arabic numeral system [8], involves a more consistently RL script direction across words and numbers. This design thus provided a sharper contrast between RL script users and LR script users (in our case, English readers), giving the cardinal code a greater chance to be observed. (To clarify the Western vs. Eastern distinction referenced above, note that the symbolic numerical system of so-called "Arabic numerals"—e.g., 1, 2, 3—is a system that was actually created in India, adopted by Arabs, and taken up by Italian laymen through interactions with Eastern merchants. This system eventually worked its way into higher social classes in Western Europe; therefore, it came to be known as the Western Arabic number system. The Eastern Arabic number system also originated in India and was adopted by Arabs; however, this system was taken up by Islamic leaders in the Middle East and was shaped by the dominant language of Arabic. Since Arabic is written and read in the RL direction, Eastern Arabic numerals are also. The one directional inconsistency in the Eastern Arabic number system is in the orientation of place values: place value decreases in the LR direction just as in the Western Arabic number system. See [8] for a more in-depth explanation of the two numerical systems).

Our second question (Q2), focused on the culturally-mediated ordinal code, was whether participants would show a task-dependency effect in their numerosity processing. To address Q2, we followed [26] in using the pairwise numerosity comparison task with different instructional conditions to test whether changing the task instructions would lead to a change in the occurrence and/or magnitude of an observed SNARC effect. Unlike [26], we used a within-participants design (resulting in data for each condition coming from the same participants)
so as to increase the chance of observing a task-dependency effect, which would demonstrate the strength of ordinal coding over cardinal coding in numerosity processing.

Recall that the above-mentioned culture effect may be influenced by script knowledge and/or the ambient visual environment. To help tease these two factors apart, our final question (Q3) asked whether bidirectional biliterates (intentionally balanced in LR/RL script knowledge) would show response biases more similar to monoliterate counterparts living in the same environment (which would imply the predominance of environment) or to other biliterates living in the complementary environment (which would imply the predominance of script direction). To address Q3, we compared two groups of Arabic-English biliterates: those living in Jordan (AEBJOs) and those living in the U.S. (AEBUSs).

Our hypotheses were based in part on a theory we call MULTIPLE COMPETING CODES THEORY (MCCT), which posits that the innate code, the cardinal code, and the ordinal (task-based) code are all at work during numerosity processing, with stimulus type and participant demographics (e.g., culture) determining the relative weighting of these codes. Since [26] compared groups whose script directions were not fully opposing (i.e., Israelis read words RL but numbers LR, a confound acknowledged in recent literature [26, 60, 61]), this comparison might have masked culture effects. Consequently, in regard to Q1, we hypothesized that the comparison of Arabic monoliterates (AMs) and English monoliterates (EMs) would show the influence of a culture effect more clearly, meaning that these groups would indeed show opposite response biases (H1). Furthermore, since numerosity processing has previously been shown to be influenced by both cardinal and ordinal codes, we expected to find a task-dependency effect in the Results of the numerosity comparison task, with stronger directional biases in the condition where the cardinal and ordinal codes are aligned (i.e., where the directional order designated by the task instructions matches the directional order designated by numerosity size) compared to the condition where they are not [46]. Thus, we hypothesized that, as in [26], monoliterates would show a strong directional bias when selecting “smaller” but a weak bias when selecting “larger” (H2).

Finally, since this is, to our knowledge, the first study to explicitly tease apart environment and script knowledge effects in bidirectional biliterates, we considered two potential outcomes in regard to Q3. On the one hand, if ambient visual environment were to play the dominant role in shaping spatial-numerical associations, bidirectional biliterates would show biases closest to those of the monoliterate counterpart living in the same environment. On the other hand, if script direction(s) were to play the dominant role, they would show biases closest to those of other biliterates (regardless of environment). While [9] found a significant environment effect on Farsi readers’ SNARC biases, a more recent study [36] failed to observe this effect on Arabic readers’ biases. Notably, however, the Farsi readers in [9] were likely much more fluent in a LR script than the Arabic readers in [36], pointing to the possibility that an environment effect may not be detectable until a relatively high level of LR script knowledge is attained. Based on these findings and our recruitment of highly proficient, balanced biliterates, we hypothesized that our Arabic-English biliterates would show biases like those seen in [9]. That is, Arabic-English biliterates were hypothesized to show a significant environment effect, meaning that AEBJOs’ biases would pattern more closely with AMs’ and AEBUSs’ biases with EMs’ (H3).

Materials and methods

The study was approved by the Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board under protocol #4954E. To determine the number of participants to recruit for the study, we carried out a power analysis anticipating multiple linear regression models with up
to 23 coefficients apart from the intercept (accounting for group, condition, and pair size predictors, along with all possible interaction coefficients) and assuming 80% power, an alpha level of .05, and a model $R^2$ of .165 (based on exploratory modeling of pilot data). Using `pwr. f2.test()` in the `pwr` package [62] in R [63], we determined the target number of observations (condition completions) in a between-participants design (i.e., where each participant completes only one condition) to be approximately 153. Therefore, since we used a within-participants design (i.e., where each participant completes both conditions), we recruited participants until we reached a final sample of at least 20 participants in each group (20 participants x 2 conditions x 4 groups = 160 condition completions). Informed consent was obtained orally from all participants prior to their entrance into the study to avoid exposing them to written language prior to the pairwise comparison task; the use of oral consent was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and oral consent was documented by the first author on a participant log.

Participants

A total of 212 participants completed the study, with 62 excluded from analysis due to failure to follow instructions, obvious misunderstanding of the instructions (i.e., accuracy < 50% in either condition), illiteracy, a residential or educational history inconsistent with the targets for their group, or equipment failure. Thus, the final results included 150 participants, who all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision in a detailed background questionnaire (the background questionnaire and the MATLAB script described in the next section are publicly available via the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/yvjw3/). On the basis of their questionnaire responses pertaining to language experience and residential history, participants were each assigned to one of four groups: Arabic monoliterate (AM), English monoliterate (EM), Arabic-English biliterate in Jordan (AEBJO), and Arabic-English biliterate in the U.S. (AEBUS). The AM group ($N = 21; 14f, 7m; M_{age} = 37.2$ yr, $SD = 11.4$) was recruited from the cities of Mafrak and Zarqa in Jordan. All AMs reported little to no formal training in a LR script, and on average they rated their reading (r) and writing (w) abilities in a LR script as “poor” to “fair” ($M_r = 1.6/5, M_w = 1.6/5$). The EM group ($N = 48; 27f, 21m; M_{age} = 31.5$ yr, $SD = 11.9$) was recruited from the cities of Boston (Massachusetts) and Muncie (Indiana) in the U.S. and reported no exposure to or training in a RL script. To control for environment in the biliterate-monoliterate comparisons, biliterates were recruited from the same regions as their monoliterate peers (AEBJOS from Mafrak, Zarqa, and Amman in Jordan, AEBUSs from Boston and Muncie in the U.S.). With one exception (who started acquiring Arabic at age 6), all biliterate participants identified Arabic as a first language (L1) and had a length of continuous residence of at least one year preceding the time of testing in the target environment: Jordan or another Arabic-speaking country for the AEBJO group ($N = 31; 14f, 17m; M_{age} = 31.0$ yr, $SD = 9.5$) and the U.S. for the AEBUS group ($N = 50; 20f, 30m; M_{age} = 35.8$ yr, $SD = 15.2$). AEBJOS and AEBUSs all reported daily usage of both Arabic and English, skewed toward Arabic for most AEBJOS and toward English for most AEBUSs. On average, AEBJOS rated their reading and writing abilities as “native-like” in Arabic ($M_r = 4.9/5, M_w = 4.9/5$) and “good” to “very good” in English ($M_r = 3.9/5, M_w = 3.6/5$); similarly, AEBUSs rated their reading and writing abilities as “very good” to “native-like” in Arabic ($M_r = 4.7/5, M_w = 4.6/5$) and “good” to “very good” in English ($M_r = 4.2/5, M_w = 3.9/5$). None of the between-group differences in self-ratings was significant [Wilcoxon $W < 877$, n.s.]. As for language of instruction, early schooling was primarily in Arabic for nearly all AEBJOS and several AEBUSs, but in English or both Arabic and English for the majority of AEBUSs.
Because environment is a complex construct, the effect of environmental differences between the two biliterate groups was operationalized for investigation in three different ways. First, we examined the effect of the current environment at the time of study by way of the basic group comparison between AEBJOs and AEBUSs. Second, we examined the effect of cumulative time spent in LR visual environments by calculating for each biliterate participant (on the basis of their residential history) a lifetime length of residence (LOR, in years) in countries where LR scripts are dominant. As expected, these LOR values were significantly longer for AEBUSs ($M = 14.2$) than for AEBJOs ($M = 1.1$) [Wilcoxon $W = 1476.5$, $p < .001$]. Finally, we examined the effect of preferred language for counting (CountLang), a relevant variable that was highly correlated with current environment: as expected, CountLang for AEBJOs was Arabic for most (61%), English for some (32%), and both Arabic and English for a few (7%), whereas for AEBUSs it was English for most (65%), Arabic for some (25%), and both Arabic and English for a few (10%). As with LOR, the disparity in CountLang between AEBJOs and AEBUSs was statistically significant [Wilcoxon $W = 1046.0$, $p < .001$].

**Stimuli**

The focal task in the study involved comparison of numerosities (i.e., arrays of dots), which were created using [64]’s MATLAB script for generating numerosities. Written specifically for experimental paradigms such as pairwise comparison, this script randomizes the values of continuous variables such as dot size in such a way as to limit participants’ reliance on irrelevant features to make quantity judgments. For example, a continuous variable might sometimes be made to be directly related to the size of the generated numerosity (e.g., larger dot size for larger numerosities) and sometimes inversely related (e.g., smaller dot size for larger numerosities), thereby reducing the likelihood of this variable having an extraneous effect on quantity judgments.

The stimulus set included the nine pairs of numerosities in [26] (see p. 130 for the rationale behind these pairs): 2–4, 2–3, 3–4, 3–6, 4–6, 4–8, 5–10, 6–8, and 6–9. Following [26]’s design, these pairs were classified by size as “small” (quantity 2–4), “large” (quantity 5–10), or intermediate “cross-range” (mean quantity of 3.0, 7.3, and 5.2, respectively). During the experiment, each pair was displayed with four unique representations (i.e., physically different pairs of dot arrays), one in the practice trials and three in the test trials. Fig 1 shows an example pair of numerosities representing the large pair 5–10.

Note that small and cross-range, but not large, pairs contained at least one numerosity within the “subitizing” range, which typically includes numerosities 1–4 and involves rapid
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processing mechanisms that are unique to this range [65, 66]. This disparity between pair sizes could pose a problem for the interpretation of differences observed in the Results. Nevertheless, because effects of the subitizing range are not clear-cut [67–69] and the purpose of our study was to build directly upon [26]’s findings, we decided to continue using the same numerosity pairs as [26] (rather than, e.g., using all “large” pairs), with careful consideration of the different processing mechanisms that may be involved for this set of pairs. We return to this point in the Discussion.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually in the country where they were recruited (Jordan for AMs and AEBJOs, and the U.S. for EMs and AEBUSs) and completed all parts of the study in a quiet room in one session. The study consisted of two parts, completed in the following order: (1) a speeded (i.e., respond as quickly as possible) bilateral pairwise comparison task with numerosities, and (2) a detailed background questionnaire, which included items about residential history, language proficiencies, and handedness (based on the Edinburgh Handedness Survey [70]). The questionnaire was administered in Arabic to AMs and AEBJOs and in English to EMs and AEBUSs.

Each participant completed both conditions of the pairwise comparison task (with condition order counterbalanced across participants), the smaller condition (i.e., select the smaller numerosity of the two presented) and the larger condition. Both conditions consisted of an initial 18-trial practice block with audio-only corrective feedback and three 18-trial test blocks without corrective feedback; optional breaks were included at the end of each block. Each unique pair of dot arrays was presented twice with different bilateral orientations (i.e., smaller numerosity on the left in one trial and on the right in the other trial). This design resulted in 72 total practice and test trials (9 numerosity pairs x 4 unique representations x 2 orientations) in each condition.

Because participant exclusions did not occur evenly across the two possible condition orders (resulting in uneven counterbalancing across condition orders in some groups), we checked to see whether condition order had a significant effect on the dependent variables, response time (RT) and accuracy. A likelihood ratio test of two linear mixed-effects models (with random intercepts by Participant and Pair) with and without a term for Condition Order showed no effect of Condition Order on RT [$\chi^2(1) = 0.690$, n.s.]. Similarly, a likelihood ratio test of corresponding logistic mixed-effects models showed no effect of Condition Order on the log odds of accuracy [$\chi^2(1) = 0.012$, n.s.]. Thus, disparities in counterbalancing are unlikely to account for the between-group differences observed in the pairwise comparison task.

The pairwise comparison task was completed on a MacBook Pro laptop running OpenSesame 3.2.6 [71], using a Cedrus 7-button response pad (RB-740) and studio-quality binaural headphones. To make the instructions an extension of the ambient language environment, initial audio-only instructions were played in Modern Standard Arabic for AMs and AEBJOs and in Mainstream U.S. English for EMs and AEBUSs. Participants placed the dominant finger (in most cases, this was their index finger) of each hand on the left and right target response buttons, respectively, and began the task by pressing either button. Their task was to—as quickly and accurately as possible—press the left button if the numerosity on the left side of the screen was the target and the right button if the one on the right side of the screen was the target.

Results
The results reported below concern the central analysis of differences in response times (RTs) by group, pair size, and condition, as well as additional models of RT differences that
operationalized environment in terms of either lifetime length of residence (LOR) in LR-script environments (cf. [9]) or preferred language for counting (CountLang). For reasons of space, we do not report here error rate analyses as in [26]; note, however, that we did carry out error rate analyses, which generally corroborated the results of Models 1A–1D described below. These latter analyses, along with the full dataset and a summary table of raw RTs, can be viewed on the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/7rgf8/.

Effects of group, pair size, and condition

Our first set of analyses focused on RT differences from the test blocks and excluded RTs that were for incorrect responses, less than 150 ms (indicating a response that was unlikely to have been to the stimuli), or outliers more than 3 SD from individual participant means (= 3.2% of the data). In a linear mixed-effects model (with a treatment-coded Size predictor and random intercepts by Participant and Target Side), built using lmer() in the lmerTest package [72] in R, raw RTs showed a “size effect” [73]: RTs were significantly longer on large pairs \( \beta = 61.865, t = 16.296, p < .001 \) and shorter on cross-range pairs \( \beta = -11.127, t = -2.961, p = .003 \) compared to small pairs. In addition, mean RTs showed a negative correlation with error rates \( r(147) = -.161, t = -1.977, p = .050 \), suggesting a slight trade-off between speed and accuracy. We calculated the dependent variable of RT difference by pair, subtracting a participant’s mean left-hand RT for a given pair (e.g., 2–3) from their mean right-hand RT for that pair (see [26] for rationale). Thus, a positive RT difference indicates a left-hand bias while a negative RT difference indicates a right-hand bias.

The RT difference data are graphed in Figs 2 and 3, respectively, for the smaller condition and larger condition. In the context of graphs of this type, the standard SNARC effect, a LR bias, takes the form of a negative slope with increasing numerosity size (i.e., more negative RT differences for larger numerosities), whereas the reverse SNARC effect, a RL bias, takes the opposite form. As can be seen in Figs 2 and 3, there is indeed a SNARC effect (i.e., an effect of pair size), as well as a change in the SNARC effect across conditions; more broadly, there are also differences and similarities among the groups. To analyze the data statistically, we built a series of linear mixed-effects models, treating each of the four groups as the reference level of a Group predictor.

To address Q1–Q2 concerning SNARC effects and task-dependency effects in LR and RL monoliterates, we first built models focusing on the comparison of the EM and AM groups
These models included treatment-coded fixed effects for Group (reference level = EM in Model 1A, AM in Model 1B), (Pair) Size (reference level = small), and Condition (reference level = smaller), and random intercepts by Participant and Pair (for rationale, see [74]). The models also included terms for all possible interactions among the fixed-effect predictors. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on Model 1A (using Anova() in the car package [75]) revealed no main effect of Group, Size, or Condition and no Group × Size or Group × Size × Condition interaction \( \chi^2(\rho) < 3.022, \text{n.s.} \). However, there was a marginal Group × Condition interaction \( \chi^2(3) = 6.412, p = .093 \), reflecting a tendency for the disparity in RT differences to vary across groups. There was also a significant Size × Condition interaction \( \chi^2(2) = 73.667, p < .001 \), reflecting the global change in the nature of the SNARC effect across conditions. The fixed-effect coefficients in Models 1A–1B are summarized in the S1 and S2 Tables.

Starting with the results for the smaller condition, as seen in Fig 2, EMs showed a SNARC effect in terms of going from a left-hand bias on small pairs \( \beta = 28.483, t = 2.142, p = .033 \), which stayed a left-hand bias on cross-range pairs \( \beta = -0.825, t = -0.046, \text{n.s.} \), to a stronger right-hand bias (i.e., more negative RT difference) on large pairs \( \beta = -61.849, t = -3.456, p < .001 \). On the other hand, AMs showed no hand bias on small pairs \( \beta = -10.841, t = -0.533, \text{n.s.} \) and no significant change in bias on cross-range or large pairs \( |\beta|s < 38.612, |t|s < 1.417, \text{n.s.} \), resulting in effectively no SNARC effect. Thus, these results partially confirm our first hypothesis, H1: AMs and EMs did in fact have different response biases for numerosities, in that EMs showed a strong LR bias whereas AMs did not. However, AMs did not show the reverse (RL) bias; rather, they showed no significant directional bias.

As for the larger condition, the nature of the SNARC effect differed compared to that seen in the smaller condition, especially among EMs. As seen in Fig 3, EMs showed a reverse SNARC effect in this condition in terms of going from a stronger right-hand bias on small pairs \( \beta = -45.925, t = -2.629, p = .009 \), which stayed a left-hand bias on cross-range pairs \( \beta = 6.216, t = 0.252, \text{n.s.} \), to a left-hand bias on large pairs \( \beta = 113.424, t = 4.588, p < .001 \). However, the magnitude of EMs’ RL bias in the larger condition (as reflected in the distance between mean RT differences to large and small pair sizes) was slightly smaller than that of their LR bias in the smaller condition (magnitude of RL bias, larger condition = 52, cf. magnitude of LR bias, smaller condition = 62; see Figs 2 and 3). Meanwhile, AMs also tended to show more of a left-hand bias on large pairs in the larger condition compared to the smaller
condition, but this tendency was not statistically significant \( \beta = 65.786, t = 1.756, \text{n.s.} \). These results therefore partially support our second hypothesis, H2, regarding a task-dependency effect: the SNARC effect for EMs was indeed weakened in the larger condition vis-a-vis the smaller condition, in that EMs showed a RL bias that was slightly smaller than their LR bias from the smaller condition. However, AMs did not show the reverse (here, LR) bias; furthermore, AMs’ bias, which was again weaker than EMs’ and in fact not significant, went in the same direction as EMs’.

To address Q3 concerning SNARC effects in RL-LR biliterates living in different visual environments, we built two additional models focusing on the comparison of the AEBUS and AEBJO groups to the AM and EM groups, as well as the comparison of the AEBUS and AEBJO groups to each other (Models 1C–1D). The structure of each of these models was the same as that of Models 1A–1B except in the coding of the Group factor, which was set to a reference level of AEBUS in Model 1C and AEBJO in Model 1D. The fixed-effect coefficients in Models 1C–1D are summarized in the S3 and S4 Tables.

Starting again with the smaller condition, AEBUSs resembled EMs (see Fig 2) in showing a SNARC effect, going from a non-significantly left-skewed bias on small pairs \( \beta = 20.106, t = 1.472, \text{n.s.} \), which did not significantly change on cross-range pairs \( \beta = 16.351, t = 0.890, \text{n.s.} \), to a stronger right-hand bias on large pairs \( \beta = -61.796, t = -3.364, p = .001 \); in fact, the SNARC effect for EMs did not differ significantly \( \beta = -0.028, t = -0.001, \text{n.s.} \). AEBUSs also did not differ significantly from AEBJOs, whose bias on large pairs in this condition was non-significantly less skewed toward the right-hand \( \beta = 26.773, t = 0.964, \text{n.s.} \). AEBJOs still tended toward a stronger right-hand bias on large pairs compared to small pairs like AEBUSs; however, as with AMs, AEBJOs’ bias on large pairs was weaker than AEBUSs’ and not significantly skewed toward the right hand \( \beta = -35.023, t = -1.540, \text{n.s.} \). Thus, although the LR bias tended to be stronger for both AMs and AEBUSs (as reflected in negative interaction coefficients), neither difference with respect to the AEBJOs was significant. In short, in the smaller condition, AEBUSs and AEBJOs were numerically more similar to EMs and AMs, respectively, than to each other, but neither tendency to pattern more closely with one monoliterate group over the other biliterate group was statistically significant.

With regard to the larger condition, both biliterate groups resembled EMs in showing a RL bias. As evident in the comparison of Figs 2 and 3, AEBUSs showed a stronger right-hand bias on small pairs in the larger condition compared to the smaller condition \( \beta = -47.019, t = -2.733, p = .006 \). Further, AEBUSs patterned like EMs in showing a similar bias on cross-range pairs \( \beta = -16.440, t = -0.676, \text{n.s.} \) and a stronger left-hand bias on large pairs \( \beta = 106.807, t = 4.394, p < .001 \), such that neither of the three-way interaction coefficients with Group = EM was significant (as discussed above, AEBJOs patterned differently in tending to show a weaker directional bias in this condition). Similar to AEBUSs, AEBJOs tended to show a right-hand bias on small pairs, which did not change significantly on cross-range pairs \( \beta = -43.186, t = -1.400, \text{n.s.} \), and a stronger left-hand bias on large pairs \( \beta = 65.136, t = 2.112, p = .035 \). The RL bias tended to be stronger for both AMs and AEBUSs (as reflected in positive interaction coefficients), to a greater degree for AEBUSs; however, again neither difference with respect to the AEBJOs was significant. Thus, as in the smaller condition, in the larger condition AEBUSs were more similar to EMs while AEBJOs were more similar to AMs, but only numerically and not statistically.

Additional comparisons of AEBUSs’ and AEBJOs’ response patterns showed more evidence of differences between these groups. Although AEBUSs’ and AEBJOs’ directional biases in the larger condition were both RL, AEBUSs’ bias was slightly stronger (distance in mean RT differences to large and small pairs of 45 for AEBUSs vs. 30 for AEBJOs; see Fig 3) and thus the more similar of the two to EMs’. Relative to AEBUSs’ strong LR bias in the smaller condition,
AEBJOS’s LR bias, like AMs’, was also weaker and not significant [$\beta = -35.023, t = -1.540, \text{n.s.}$]. Together, these results provide partial support for our third hypothesis, H3, because only a weak effect of environment was observed overall: as predicted, there were differences between the two biliterate groups, and each biliterate group patterned more like the monoliterate group in the same environment than like the other biliterate group. However, these patterns were subtle, because the number of non-significant hand biases, across all groups and both conditions, limited how much contrast could be observed between the biliterate groups to begin with. We return to this point in the Discussion.

**Effects of residence and counting language**

To examine the relationship between biliterates’ lifetime LOR in LR-script environments and their directional response biases, we built an additional mixed-effects model of RT differences in AEBUSs and AEBJOS (Model 2A). Model 2A had the same random-effects structure as Models 1A–1D (random intercepts by Participant and Pair) and nearly the same fixed-effects structure, except that the Group effect was replaced by the LOR effect. LOR values were positively skewed, so for the purposes of this analysis the LOR variable was log-transformed. An ANOVA on Model 2A showed no effect of (log) LOR [$\chi^2(1) = 0.212, p = .645$] and no interactions of LOR with Size and/or Condition [$\chi^2s < 1.387, \text{n.s.}$]. We followed up this model with a similar model of AEBUSs’ RT differences (Model 2B), which included an identical structure except that the LOR effect represented continuous LOR in the current LR-script environment (i.e., participants’ preferred languages for counting), we built another mixed-effects model of all biliterates’ RT differences (Model 2B), which had an identical structure except that the LOR effect represented continuous LOR in the current LR-script environment (i.e., the US) up until the time of study, as in [9]. An ANOVA on Model 2B also showed no effect of (log) LOR [$\chi^2(1) = 0.874, p = .350$], no LOR × Size interaction [$\chi^2(2) = 1.560, p = .458$], and no LOR × Size × Condition interaction [$\chi^2(2) = 2.641, p = .267$], although there was a marginal LOR × Condition interaction [$\chi^2(1) = 3.091, p = .079$]. These results thus provided no clear evidence for an effect of environment as operationalized in terms of individuals’ LOR.

To examine the role of linguistic counting preferences linked to environment (CountLang; i.e., participants’ preferred languages for counting), we built another mixed-effects model of all biliterates’ RT differences (Model 3), with the same structure as Models 2A–2B except that the LOR effect was replaced by CountLang (treatment-coded, with reference level ‘English’). In contrast to the models examining LOR effects, Model 3 suggested that CountLang played a significant role in biliterates’ RT differences. An ANOVA on Model 3 showed no main effect of CountLang [$\chi^2(2) = 0.584, p = .747$] and no CountLang × Size interaction [$\chi^2(2) = 4.080, p = .395$] but a significant CountLang × Condition [$\chi^2(2) = 8.464, p = .015$] and marginal CountLang × Size × Condition interaction [$\chi^2(4) = 9.199, p = .056$]. The fixed-effect coefficients in Model 3 are summarized in the S5 Table.

As shown in Fig 4, the nature of the CountLang effect echoed the group differences evident in Models 1A–1D. To be more specific, whereas biliterates who counted in English showed a standard SNARC effect in the smaller condition via more negative RT differences on large (but not cross-range) pairs vis-a-vis small pairs [$\beta = -67.689, t = -3.553, p < .001$], biliterates who counted in Arabic showed a weaker (namely, null) SNARC effect, as reflected in RT differences that were marginally more positive on cross-range pairs [$\beta = 50.204, t = 1.735, p = .083$] and significantly more positive on large pairs [$\beta = 63.587, t = 2.197, p = .028$]. On the other hand, biliterates who counted in both English and Arabic tended toward an even stronger SNARC effect, as reflected in RT differences that were marginally more negative on large pairs [$\beta = -86.676, t = -1.738, p = .082$]. In the larger condition, the SNARC effect for biliterates who counted in English was reversed on large (but not cross-range) pairs [$\beta = 106.719, t = 4.000, p < .001$], but this reversal tended to be canceled in biliterates who counted in Arabic [$\beta = -75.307, t = -1.841, p = .066$], leading again to a null SNARC effect. Once again, biliterates...
who counted in both English and Arabic showed the same (reverse) SNARC effect as bilinguals who counted in English, but tended toward an even stronger effect, as reflected in marginally more positive RT differences on large pairs $\beta = 124.654, t = 1.768, p = .077$. Taken together, these results provided evidence for an indirect effect of environment as mediated by preferred language(s) for counting. Further, a split preference for counting in English or Arabic was, surprisingly, associated with stronger directional response biases than counting in English.

Discussion

Synthesis of the findings

The findings of this study partially support our hypotheses (H1–H3) and build upon the results of [26] in three ways. First, looking at more consistently RL script users (AMs) and implementing stricter control of extraneous continuous variables, we obtained results for RT differences that converged with [26]’s: AMs failed to show a significant reverse SNARC effect in either task condition (cf. H1), much like [26]’s Hebrew readers. Second, we found, in our LR monoliterates (EMs), a task-dependency effect that consisted of stronger (reverse) SNARC effects than observed in [26]’s LR monoliterates (Poles): across both task conditions, EMs showed a significant directional bias, which was weaker in the larger condition as hypothesized (H2). In short, EMs and AMs showed different, albeit not opposite, response patterns—the former, a task-dependent SNARC effect, and the latter, a null effect. Third, we contributed the first data on numerosity processing by bidirectional biliterates in complementary unidirectional visual environments. The group comparison of U.S.-based biliterates (AEBUSs) and Jordan-based biliterates (AEBJOs) showed only a weak interaction of current environment with biliteracy, with both groups showing broad similarities with EMs suggestive of an innate LR code. In addition, there was no significant effect of length of residence in LR-script environments (although an important caveat here is that the assumption that LOR would have a linear effect may be faulty, since the literature on L1 attrition has suggested that LOR in a second language, or L2, environment may have an effect that is not linear and/or not in the expected direction
On the other hand, preferred language(s) for counting, which differed between AEBUs and AEBJOs in accordance with their respective environments, did play a significant role. These findings thus point to the conclusion that while environment has, at best, only a weak direct effect on directional biases (cf. H3), it may additionally exert an indirect effect via behavioral outcomes such as linguistic counting preferences that are shaped by environment.

Two additional aspects of our findings are worth noting: RTs were significantly faster, and hand/side biases were generally weaker, on small and cross-range pairs as compared to large pairs. These outcomes are consistent with previous findings showing a link between slower RTs and stronger SNARC effects [78, 79]. The faster RTs observed on small and cross-range pairs in this study are attributable to the rapid enumeration process associated with the subitizing range, which generally refers to numerosities 1–4 and is not culture-specific [16, 80, 81]. Although the mechanism underlying the subitizing range is not entirely understood, and the range itself can vary depending on task demands and individual differences [65, 66, 68], research shows overall faster RTs, higher accuracies, and narrower activation sites for numerosities in the subitizing range [39, 82–84], most likely the result of automatic processing of exact (versus approximate) magnitude.

Crucially, the possibility of subitizing-range processing of small and cross-range pairs means that the current study can be viewed as a strong test of SNARC effects in readers of opposite-direction scripts. That is, given that faster RTs are associated with weaker SNARC effects, the inclusion of pair sizes within the faster-processed subitizing range works against finding SNARC effects. As such, the significant directional biases that were found in this study —in spite of this aspect of the design—can be interpreted as a robust result. Although it was important to follow the same overall design in [26] to facilitate cross-comparison between studies and establish whether SNARC effects occur in bidirectional biliterates to begin with, now that the current findings have laid this groundwork, it would be advantageous to extend this research to more numerosities outside the subitizing range in order to see whether the groups examined in this study show stronger SNARC effects with these larger numerosities [84–86]. Other elements that tend to elicit stronger SNARC effects could be incorporated into the design as well, such as a fixed standard for comparison [87–89], a wider range of numerosities [84], and more repetitions of the same numerosity stimuli [90]. Given that the SNARC effect draws upon relative magnitude processing [34, 89], these design elements tend to evoke stronger response biases because they allow participants to mentally “tag” numerosities as relatively “small” or “large”. Therefore, incorporating these design elements may help reduce noise in spatial-numerical mapping and elicit clear SNARC effects in groups where such effects have generally been found to be weak or absent (i.e., RL readers).

Accounting for variation in the SNARC effect

Within the framework of Multiple Competing Codes Theory (MCCT), variation in the SNARC effect can be explained in terms of the interaction of potentially conflicting spatial-numerical mapping codes. For example, the task-dependency effect in numerosity processing—in particular, the weaker directional bias shown by some participants in our larger condition—is attributable to a conflict in this task condition between the small-to-large ordering of the cardinal code and the large-to-small ordering of the ordinal code. For some individuals, the mismatching cardinal code is not strong enough to mask the ordinal effect (i.e., result in a null bias), consistent with the view that the ordinal code may outweigh the cardinal code in the context of numerosity processing.

Another dimension of variation in the SNARC effect was evident in the absence of significant directional biases in our Jordan-based groups (AMs and AEBJOs), which may be
interpreted in various ways. By comparing these groups of RL readers with other RL groups [18–20], we can offer two different, and not mutually exclusive, explanations for their null biases. First, given that LR groups generally show stronger SNARC effects than RL groups in the literature [45, 53], the innate LR code is likely to be contributing to this difference. According to MCCT, the innate code is either strengthened or attenuated as a consequence of formal numeracy and literacy development. Therefore, like [26]’s Hebrew readers, our Arabic readers in Jordan may have shown null biases because of a conflict between RL cultural factors and the innate LR code, which does not occur for LR groups. Second, AMs and AEBJOs may have lacked a consistent response strategy in the pairwise comparison task. Zebian [17] mentions a number of technical safeguards she implemented to ensure her Lebanese participants were familiarized with task requirements before data collection; in retrospect, our study would have benefited from incorporating more of these safeguards. As in [17], AMs and AEBJOs were tested in non-laboratory settings (homes, schools, and other convenient meeting places); nevertheless, misunderstanding of task instructions (in particular, the switch from the smaller to the larger condition, and vice versa) was most common in these two groups, who represented the majority of the data exclusions due to low accuracies. Consequently, it is possible that these groups approached the task in a fundamentally different way than the U.S.-based groups. Future studies should consider adding a neuroimaging component to inspect the brain activation patterns that occur in these groups during processing, which would help verify whether participants in a RL environment do indeed engage with tasks such as pairwise comparison differently than participants in a LR environment.

Since bidirectional biliterates have not been studied extensively in the field of numerical cognition, there remain several open questions concerning the precise role of dual script directions in introducing variation in the SNARC effect. Recall that our aim in examining two groups of bidirectional biliterates was to tease apart script direction effects from environment effects, in service of elaborating the nature of a more generally described “culture effect”. Given the overall lack of significant biases in these groups, in addition to null effects of length of residence in LR-script environments, we did not find clear evidence of a direct effect of ambient visual environment and are thus not in a position to conclude whether environment or script knowledge plays a more prominent role in the spatial biases observed during numerosity processing. One possibility is that, in the absence of exposure to text during numerosity processing, culture effects weaken, allowing the innate LR code to take over. In future work, it would therefore be worth seeing whether evoking stronger (reverse) SNARC effects by incorporating some of the aforementioned design elements would lead to the same pattern of results.

An additional open question concerns, more generally, the scope of possible interactions among the various spatial-numerical mapping codes available to bidirectional biliterates. Under MCCT, bidirectional biliterates actually have two sets of (potentially conflicting) cardinal and ordinal codes (one for each script direction), meaning that, together with the innate code, they engage with a total of five spatial-numerical mapping codes. Since both biliterate groups in the current study showed biases similar to EMs’ (albeit not statistically significant), it could therefore be the case that their conflicting pairs of ordinal and cardinal codes cancel each other out, but their mutual activation also works to weaken the innate LR code, preventing it from producing robust LR SNARC effects. Further research on bidirectional biliterates using more sensitive task designs for numerosity processing may help elucidate the true strength of the innate LR code as well as the ways in which it may be modulated by other relevant spatial-numerical mapping codes.

On a final note, the indirect effect of environment observed via linguistic counting preferences invites a number of follow-up questions for future work on the SNARC effect in
bidirectional biliterates. For one, what are other ways in which environment might indirectly play a role in biliterates’ directional response biases? To take another, what is the mechanism underlying the pattern observed in “bilingual counters” (i.e., biliterates who reported no clear preference of one language over another for counting) whereby their experience counting in Arabic was linked to stronger EM-like SNARC effects, in contrast to the weaker SNARC effects observed in AMs? On the one hand, this pattern is consistent with the notion of a robust innate LR code; on the other hand, the presence of an innate LR code does not in itself predict enhanced SNARC effects in bilingual counters. Thus, future work examining bidirectional biliterates as bilinguals, which takes advantage of experimental paradigms manipulating relevant factors such as “language mode” [91], may offer insight into how the flexibility and context-sensitivity of bilingual language systems may lead to numerosity processing outcomes distinct from those of monolinguals/monoliterates.

Conclusion

The current findings connect with the broader literature on numerical cognition in three ways. First, new data from monoliterates and bidirectional biliterates suggest that nonsymbolic numerical magnitudes (numerosities) maintain shared and separate processing mechanisms (“spatial-numerical mapping codes” in MCCT) vis-a-vis symbolic numerical magnitudes (digits). Digits and numerosities maintain a shared abstract representational system for numerical magnitude, reflected in the influence of the cardinal code for both; however, their pathways to accessing this representational system differ, as evident in disparate ordinal effects (e.g., the task-dependency effect in the current study vs. no task-dependency effect in [41]). Second, the finding of no robust (reverse) SNARC effects in Arabic monoliterates converges with previous findings of weak SNARC effects in RL groups, as well as with findings of early LR biases in infant and animal studies [11, 14], in supporting the existence of an innate LR code. Third, the absence of a clear direct effect of environment in bidirectional biliterates further suggests that the innate LR code is robust, consistent with recent findings on LR biases in RL script users [36, 60, 92]. In short, our findings point to a complex configuration of factors (and variable weights) influencing directional response biases during numerosity processing, one that resembles in broad strokes the configuration of factors involved during symbolic numerical processing.

Given that this was, to our knowledge, the first study of numerosity processing to examine bidirectional biliterates in different locations along with their monoliterate counterparts, there are several directions for further research. For one, more cross-cultural neuroimaging research is needed to see whether the observed behavioral differences between groups (e.g., in task-dependency effects) are reflected in distinct brain activation patterns. Moreover, whereas we have assumed a unidirectional kind of influence from engaging with a script, the reality is that a reader’s eyes typically jump around during reading, raising the question of what type of effect is exerted by such excursions and inconsistencies in visual scanning (cf. [93]): homing in on the most proximal scanning experiences associated with reading would thus help round out the picture of script direction effects. In closing, much remains to be discovered about the role of (bi)literacy in numerical processing, making this a fertile area for future work in numerical cognition.
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